
Saturday & Sunday, 17th – 18th November 2018

FORM, FLOW & FUN: ASANA STUDIES
A Weekend Yoga Asana Intensive with CHRISTINA SELL

This two-day asana intensive is designed for experienced stu-
dents and teachers interested in exploring yoga postures in a 
light-hearted, focused, and creative atmosphere. 

Christina Sell has been practicing yoga since 1991 and teaching 
since 1998. Known for her precision, clarity and down-to-earth 
teaching style, Christina’s classes are intelligently sequenced, 
passionately delivered, and aimed at helping students of all ages 
and capacities grow through compassion, humour and devotion. 
Her teaching is a  synthesis of  her ongoing studies in movement, 
personal growth and spirituality. Expect demonstrations, expla-
nations, progressive sequences, with occasional  forays into vin-
yasa sequences throughout. Come ready to work and to play.

Saturday 17th November 2018
8:00am - 11:00am | A Stable Foundation: Standing Postures Emphasis
Stand on your feet, your hands, your head, and  your shoulders in this creative class that will explore how to create a solid stable 
foundation upon which to stand, no matter which end is up! Progressive sequences and modifications will help students of all levels 
have fun and make progress in handstands, arm balances, inversions and more.

12:30pm - 3:30pm | Remembering the Source: Twisting Emphasis
Explore standing, supine, seated, and arm balancing twists in this fun, upbeat presentation of twisting principles in action. Expect 
reminders of the balance between stability and freedom and creative flows to incorporate the techniques in movement and motion. 

Sunday 18th November 2018
8:00am - 11:30am | Free the Four Corners: Back bending Emphasis
The hips and the shoulders-- sometimes known as the four corners of the body--  are crucial for creating easeful backbends regard-
less of how bendable you are. This class will work to create strong work in the arms and legs to mobilize the hips, shoulders and 
spine so that beautiful bends emerge. Expect to use props, to build poses progressively, and to spend some time upside down in 
handstands and  forearm balances. Christina has allotted extra time to this session to provide ample time for explanations, demon-
strations, and preparation. 

1:00pm - 3:30pm | Soothe Yourself: Hip Opening/Forward Bending Emphasis
After a long weekend of hard work, this class is designed to be help bring balance to your body and mind, to provide integration 
physically and emotionally, and to create closure for the group experience. Expect to take what Christina calls a “trip around the 
hips” and work the hip joint in creative and challenging ways. 

PROGRAMME

INVESTMENT
FULL WEEKEND WORKSHOP (full workshop) S$480 Early Bird. Otherwise S$550 
Any individual Saturday session S$130 Early Bird. Otherwise S$145 

*The sessions build on each other and are sequential and progressive so priority will be given to students who take the entire workshop. 

*All prices are inclusive of GST **Early Bird. FULL payment by 28th October, 2018* 

This workshop (together with the Sequencing teacher training) counts as 35 hours towards the 300hr certification with Space & Light Yoga. For more information, 

please contact us:  +65 63043552  | +65 96917828  Sumei - email: yoga@spaceandlightyoga.com


